Analytic solution during an infusion test of the linear unsteady poroelastic equations in a spherically symmetric model of the brain.
This work determines the spatial and temporal distribution of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) pressure and brain displacement during an infusion test in a spherically symmetric model of the brain. The response of CSF pressure and parenchymal displacement to blood pressure pulsations is determined in the solution. We use a spherically symmetric, three-component poroelastic model of the brain, differentiating between the solid elastic matrix, the CSF and the arterial blood compartments. The governing equations are linearized with quasi-constant poroelastic parameters. The solution does reproduce the average intracranial pressure increase during the test as well as the rise in CSF pressure pulsation amplitude due to transmission of blood pressure oscillations. In addition, the CSF flux into and out of the parenchyma is shown over time.